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1. Introduction
BIM4PLACEMENT is a European Union project which is co-funded by Erasmus+ program. The
countries: Italy, Norway and Finland are participating in the project to deepen the knowledge
on building information modelling (BIM) implementation and BIM-related training in each
country and at European level. The project coordinator and partners’ map is presented in the
Figure below.

Figure. Project coordinator and partners’ map.

1.1

Scope of the overall project: BIM4PLACEMENT

BIM software are used to plan, design, construct, operate, and maintain many kinds of buildings
and infrastructures. BIM has been implementing more and especially in architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) industry and facility management (FM) industry. In
addition, BIM related teaching and training has been initiated in universities, vocational
education institutes and other private organizations. In addition to that, it has created many
employment opportunities for the civil or structural engineers and architects. Many countries
in Europe have implemented BIM to improve the productivity of the industrial process.
However, it may be not yet sufficiently known and spread in Italy. However, Finland and
Norway can be considered as the earliest adopters of BIM in Europe and it has been for years
at the forefront of BIM. Moreover, Norway has started BIM research and development and
nowadays Norway can be considered as one of the leading countries who are using BIM.
Although BIM has been implemented in AEC/FM industry, there is lack of tools validated at
European level for training in BIM. One of the aims of this project is to disseminate the BIM
experiences, practices and knowledge between northern Europe (i.e. Finland and Norway) and
Southern Europe (i.e. Italy). Especially, Italy have the opportunity to learn from the European
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best experiences while Finland and Norway have the opportunity to expand their international
BIM-related network of institution and companies and update their knowledge from mutual
exchanges of best practices and innovation of training tools. Currently, BIM experiences or
practices can be disseminated through transnational cooperation.
This project will help to deepen knowledge about BIM as the development training of the skills
subject for employability goals, upgrading existing training tools and professional
qualifications and creating a network to promote work-based learning with special attention to
apprenticeship. For this project, Italy, Finland and Norway are participating as partners. The
motivation of BIM partners to participate in the project is strongly connected with the
observation of local needs and the acknowledgement about the necessity to try to cover the gap
between the qualifications levels and the requirements of the skills from the job market. In
addition, it is expected to upgrade and modify the existing training tools and training programs
to improve the effectiveness of teaching and learning. The following intellectual output will be
focused;

1.2

•

Comparative research "BIM as driver for employment" (publication)

•

Carrying out BIM training programs at each partner in each country

•

Development of serious game based learning tool for training beginners from
various environments

Purpose of the report

The purpose of this report is to describe the OuluZone – Infrastructure Building Information
Modelling (infra BIM) and Automation Workshop to the delegation of Hong Kong and Germany
TUM at 15th June2018 at 8-12 at Ouluzone, Arkala, Finland. The goal of the half-day infra BIM
and Automation Workshop was to demonstrate for construction professionals, how it can be
utilized as a learning tool for students of a different kind when design and build Speedway track
in Ouluzone. In addition, the goal of the workshop is to enhance the international co-operation.
In this report, the background of the BIM4PLACEMT-project is shortly described. In addition,
the idea and implementation of OuluZone – Infrastructure Building Information Modelling
(infra BIM) and Automation Workshop is presented. Finally, the feedback from participants is
concluded.
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2. Ouluzone Workshop
One task of BIM4PLACEMENT project is to create training tools for training building
information modelling (BIM). OuluZone – Infrastructure Building Information Modelling and
Automation Workshop was held 15th June 2018 at 8-12 at Ouluzone, Arkala. The aim of this
half-day Ouluzone Workshop was to demonstrate it as infrastructure BIM (infra BIM) learning
tool for the international construction professionals from Hong Kong and Germany TUM
Delegation. The goal of 2018 is to design and build Ouluzone's planned Speedway track with
0.5-1 working day resources in accordance with this plan (Figure below). The further aim is to
develop and continue the international co-operation.

Figure. Planned Speedway-track in Ouluzone.
In OuluZone – Infrastructure Building Information Modelling and Automation Workshop was
participating in totally 37 person; from the international construction professionals (13),
teachers and researchers from University of Oulu (8), teachers and machinery workers from
Oulu Vocational School (11), BIM experts from infrastructure industry (5), and Ouluzone
Operointi Oy (1). The names of participants are listed in attachment 1.
The time schedule of the Workshop to the Hong Kong and Germany TUM Delegation was finally:
7:45
8:45
9:00
9:10
9:20
11:00
11:45
12:00
12:45

Bus transport from hotel to Ouluzone
Morning coffee, welcome worlds, and presentation of Workshop – Rauno Heikkilä
University of Oulu
Speedway Project Owner – Teppo Rauhala, Novatron Oy
Construction consultant & Infrakit-task – Toni Louhisola, DCS Finland Oy
Construction site activities and trainings for teams
Discussion, and feedback
Concluding workshop
Bus transport from Ouluzone to Airport Oulu
Arrival at Oulu airport

Attachment 2 contains the slides of OuluZone – Infrastructure Building Information Modelling
and Automation Workshop presented in the beginning of the event. In the Figure next page,
Rauno Heikkilä was presenting the BIM4PLACEMENT project and the introduction of the
workshop for the participants.
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Figure. Rauno Heikkilä presented in activity 1: the introduction of The Infrastructure Building
Information Modelling and Automation Workshop for the participants at 15th June 2018.

3. Speedway track construction site: activities and training
3.1 Preparation to Workshop
The following seven activities or trainings in Ouluzone (map below) were planned to visitors:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Short presentation of BIM4PLACEMENT project, and Open Infra BIM &
Automation (cafeteria) – Rauno Heikkilä, University of Oulu
Speedway Project Owner & Construction Consultant & Infrakit-task (cafeteria) –
Teppo Rauhala, Novatron Oy
Road Designer (3rd floor of the judge's tower) – Tomi Makkonen, University of
Oulu and Toni Louhisola, DCS Finland Oy
Site Foreman (cafeteria) – Mika Jaakkola, Destia
BIM Coordinator (construction site) – Henri Piittinen, Novatron Oy
Drivers (construction site) – Satu Malo, Oulu Vocational School
Drone (parking) – Antti Tikanmäki, University of Oulu

Judge tower
Speedway-Track
Cafeteria

Parking
Figure. The map of Ouluzone and places to seven activities in 3rd floor of judge’s tower,
cafeteria and Speedway Track construction site.
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The Hong Kong and Germany TUM delegation was divided into three teams as the following
Table:
Table. Teams in OuluZone.
1.

2.

3.

Simon KWOK,

Kenneth MO

James WONG

CHOW Luen Kiu

Vitus NG

Carol DU

Derek SO

Albert CHENG

Thomas Linner

Ringo YU

Francis WONG

Bahriye Ilhan

Ivan FU

The time schedule for teams, activities, location, and time is presented in Table below.
Table. Time schedule for each team.
Time

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

8:45

1. Cafeteria: Welcome

1. Cafeteria: Welcome

1. Cafeteria: Welcome

9:00

2. Cafeteria: Owner

2. Cafeteria: Owner

2. Cafeteria: Owner

9:10

Cafeteria: Infrakit

Cafeteria: Infrakit

Cafeteria: Infrakit

9:20

3. 3rd floor: Desinger

7. Site: Drone

6. Site: Drivers

9:40

4. Cafeteria: Site Foreman

3. 3rd floor: Desinger

7. Site: Drone

10:00

5. Site: BIM

4. Cafeteria: Site Foreman

3. 3rd floor: Desinger

10:20

6. Site: Drivers

5. Site: BIM

4. Cafeteria: Site Foreman

10.40

7. Site: Drone

6. Site: Drivers

5. Site: BIM

11:00

Cafeteria: Closing

Cafeteria: Closing

Cafeteria: Closing

3.2 Construction activities
All three teams were trained in the cafeteria by the activities 1 and 2, and the Infrakit
presentation before going to the Speedway construction site. In activity 1, besides describing
the BIM4PLACEMENT project, Rauno Heikkilä orientated the teams for Workshop, time
schedules, construction activities and safety issues that must be taking care when visiting the
construction activities
First Figure in the next page presents activity 2. Speedway project owner Teppo Rauhala,
Novatron Oy was keeping a slide show by Novatron Oy as digital infrastructure building expert
the point of view what are the benefits to use infra BIM in Speedway project. The tasks of the
project owner are order work contracts and ensure the payments to contractors.
Toni Louhisola, DCS Finland Oy shortly presented the idea of Infrakit platform, in where all data
related to the project are collected, shared and stored in project file (second Figure next page).
Each responsible person in the construction site it is possible to follow data transfer such as
masses, outcomes, and time schedule during the project.
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Figure. Activity 2. Teppo Rauhala from Novatron Oy presents the tasks of Speedway project
owner.

Figure. Toni Louhisola from DCS Finland Oy described the idea of Infrakit platform.
After the orientation in the cafeteria, each team was visiting to construction activities 3 to 7 in
where they learned how infra BIM and automation were utilized in different tasks in the
Speedway construction site.
Activity 3 was on the 3rd floor of the judge's tower in where Tomi Makkonen from University of
Oulu and Toni Louhisola from DCS Finland Oy described the road designer tasks and how they
are using Infrakit. The main tasks of the road designer are assembling the source data templates
and checking their accuracy, inconsistency and accuracy, to develop and update plans and make
machine control models, introduces design models for the management team and automation
operators in the presence of the subscriber and developer, dialogue control, in addition to the
template material, the automation operator delivers reference material, among others,
measurement bases (coordinate system, starting points for the site), terrain model, boundary
data, plan maps. If necessary, update and change plans and implementation models or machine
control models and for example, designing and modelling transition wedges.
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Figure. Tomi Makkonen presented road designed (activity 3) tasks by using Infrakit cloud
service system.
Activity 4 was in the cafeteria and Mika Jaakkola from Destia Oy presented how the site
foreman used Infrakit in his job (Figure below).

Figure. In activity 4, Mika Jaakkola showed how GPS satellite position is used for the machine
control system, and the RTK-GNSS system.
The main tasks for the site foreman are is to work on site, continuous monitoring and control
on site and practical safety and health issues, solve abrupt deviations and problems, compile a
workplace diary (resources used, daily work achievements, deviations, remarks), and report
the progress of the work site, etc. to the construction’ head manager.
In activity 5 was in Speedway construction site, in where Henri Piittinen from Novatron Oy
explained the tasks of the BIM coordinator(Figure below). The main task is to guide and
supervise the design and construction work on behalf of the project owner. He is also
responsible for communication between the subscriber and the construction organization,
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work as security coordinator for the site, has a project design control, design and construction
preparation, monitoring and commissioning control approves quality control measurements
using Infrakit as well as report quality and time deviations to the project owner.

Figure. Henri Piittinen from Novatron Oy explained how the RTK-GNSS receiver is working in
activity 5.
In activity 6, Satu Malo from Oulu Vocational School was responsible for excavators, trucks, and
wheel loader drivers. The main task of drivers is to implement the ground construction work
according to the machine control models. In the Figure (the next page) is presenting the
excavator in where two receivers are receiving a GPS or a radio signal from satellite or RTKGNSS receiver. The machine control system screen inside of excavator shows to the driver all
the digital information such as the rates, tensions, locations, and information needed at work,
normally measured by the meter in the terrain. Other driver’s tasks are re-forming the actual
measurements as instructed by the working machine bucket, corresponds to the condition,
technology, and safety of non-road vehicles and vehicles, regularly check the accuracy of the
work equipment with reference points, report quality defects (e.g. the contradictions of
models, overlapping cuts for different reasons, rock face, a surprising cable or a tube, etc.), and
corresponding to the safety of the machine.
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Figure. Excavator with two receivers used in activity 6 and the machine control system of
Novatron.
Antti Tikanmäki from the University of Oulu presented a couple of Drones and the Mörri-robot
(Figure below) in the parking place in activity 7.

Figure. In activity 7 had two drones and Mörri-robot on the right.
The main task of Drone is to monitor the progress of the work site on behalf of the project
owner and contractor as planned. In addition, the task is to follow up, describe and document
the construction site and construction works and their realities in the air, and save images to
the Infrakit cloud service.
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4. Summary
OuluZone – Infrastructure Building Information Modelling (infra BIM) and Automation
Workshop was at 15th June2018 at 8-12 at Ouluzone, Arkala, Finland to the delegation of Hong
Kong and Germany TUM. Based on the final discussions and conclusions with the participants,
it was found that this kind of workshop can act as an excellent learning tool for example to
students at different levels. Especially for the participants, it was interesting to understand how
to share digital information data with real time and updated in the infrastructure construction
site between the responsible person, such as road designer, BIM coordinator, and site foreman.
In addition, the participant found very exciting to see how Infrakit cloud service was used as a
platform when connected machine control system to RTK-GNSS systems with GPS. The
advantage of using machine automation is that it improves occupational safety, reduces
personnel and material costs and speeds up work. Work is facilitated in bad weather and in the
dark because the driver of the working machine does not need to see markers in the terrain.
These advantaged comparison with traditional cross-country terrain based labeling is the
reasons, why in Finland infraBIM has been introduced in many infrastructure construction
projects. Probably this kind of infra BIM system could be working also in other countries with
the help of the international BIM committee.
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Attachment 1: The participants of workshop at 15th June 2018
Ouluzone.
The international construction professionals were from Hong Kong and Germany (13):
1.
Simon KWOK, President of HKGBCA
2.
CHOW Luen Kiu, Chairman of Hong Kong Construction Industry Employees General
Union
3.
Derek SO, Excecutive Director, Hip Hing Construction
4.
Ringo YU, Managing Director, Fraser Construction Co. Ltd.
5.
Kenneth MO, General Manager, Sanfield Building Contractors ltd.
6.
Vitus NG, Principal Assistant Secretary (Works) 3, Development Bureau
7.
Albert CHENG, Executive Director, CIC
8.
Francis WONG, Director, Hong Kong Institute of Construction
9.
James WONG, Manager, CIC
10.
Ivan FU, committee member, CIC
11.
Carol DU, Senior Officer, CIC
12.
Thomas Linner, Technical University of Munich, Germany
13.
Bahriye Ilhan, Technical University of Munich, Germany
Teachers and researchers from University of Oulu (8)
1.
Rauno Heikkilä, Structures and Construction research unit
2.
Tanja Kolli, Structures and Construction research unit
3.
Mikko Hiltunen, Structures and Construction research unit
4.
Tomi Makkonen, Structures and Construction research unit
5.
Antti Tikanmäki, Biomimetics and Intelligent System Group
6.
Juuso Sipola, Biomimetics and Intelligent System Group
7.
Rajesh Ravendran, Biomimetics and Intelligent System Group
8.
Marko Kauppinen, Biomimetics and Intelligent System Group
Teachers and machinery students from Oulu Vocational School (11),
1.
Samuli Anttila
2.
Jarmo Kuure
3.
Pekka Lammassaari
4.
Satu Malo
5.
Juha Halmetoja, machinery student
6.
Rainer Alajuuma, machinery student
7.
Saara Näppä, machinery student
8.
Einari Rousu, machinery student
9.
Jani Hirvonen, machinery student
10.
Miikka Tauriainen, machinery student
11.
Rami Karppinen, machinery student
BIM experts from infrastructure industry (5),
1.
Teppo Rauhala, Novatron Oy
2.
Henri Piittinen, Novatron Oy
3.
Mika Jaakkola, Destia Oy
4.
Toni Louhisola, DCS Finland Oy
5.
Jarmo Pekkala, Ouluzone Operointi Oy
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Attachment 2: Slides at 15th June 2018 in OuluZone
I
nfrastructure Building Information Modelling and Automation Workshop -slides at 15th June
2018 by Rauno Heikkilä and Tanja Kolli
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